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Making Friends with Letters
Jan Richardson s highly anticipated update to the classic bestseller The Next Step
in Guided Reading helps you and your students move forward."

Phonics for First Grade, Grade 1
"An introduction to teaching phonics within Units of Study for the kindergarten
grade level. Introduces concepts such as high-frequency words, initial letter words,
and syllables and how to teach in a workshop model with student success"--

Achieving Excellence in Preschool Literacy Instruction
What does research tell us about how teachers can most effectively help young
students learn to read? In Research-Based Methods of Reading Instruction, Grades
K-3, Sharon Vaughn and Sylvia Linan-Thompson explore the research on reading,
providing a comprehensive overview of the five core instructional areas and how
each affects student achievement: *Phonemic awareness *Phonics and Word Study
*Fluency *Vocabulary *Comprehension The authors include dozens of reading
activities and lesson plans that teachers can use immediately, all of which have
worked in actual classrooms and are grounded in solid research. A glossary and
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annotated resource lists will help you better understand key reading concepts and
find reliable resources, including relevant Web sites. Whether your students have
special needs or show no apparent learning difficulties, this book will expand your
repertoire of teaching strategies and help you put students on the road to literacy.

Teaching Phonics & Word Study in the Intermediate Grades
How can teachers make sure that all students gain the reading skills they need to
be successful in school and in life? In this book, Karen Tankersley describes the six
foundational "threads" that students need to study in order to become effective
readers: phonemic awareness, phonics and decoding, vocabulary, fluency,
comprehension, and higher-order processing. For each area, the author explains
how students acquire the reading skills they need and offers a series of skillbuilding strategies and activities that teachers can use in the classroom. Although
reading is perhaps most intensely taught in the kindergarten and 1st-grade
classrooms, Tankersley emphasizes that helping students become lifelong readers
is a task for all teachers, including content-area teachers in middle and high
schools. The Threads of Reading addresses key questions about literacy, such as *
What makes a difference in reading achievement? * How much reading time is
enough? * How can teachers use writing to build reading skills? * How can teachers
help students make meaning from their reading? The strategies in this book
address many situations, from individual instruction to small- or large-group
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instruction, from kindergarten to high school. Teachers will appreciate the
multitude of activities provided, and administrators will learn to better evaluate the
reading programs in place in their districts and schools. Grounded in both research
and "teacher lore" from actual classrooms, this book is a solid guide to helping
students become lifelong readers. Note: This product listing is for the Adobe
Acrobat (PDF) version of the book.

Secret Stories
Explores how sign language can be used to improve hearing children's English
vocabulary, reading ability, spelling proficiency, self-esteem, and comfort with
expressing emotions.

Effective Teaching Strategies that Accommodate Diverse
Learners
Lucy Calkins discusses how to teach writing and how children develop as writers;
she stresses the importance of staff development for teachers of writing.

Teaching Writing
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Early reading skills include letter recognition, phonemic awareness, decoding,
blending, and sight word recognition. Go beyond worksheets to improve
kindergarten reading comprehension and skill through hands-on learning activities,
games, and targeted techniques. This Vowels and Consonants book aims to
prepare kids to make predictions when they read, notice and work with the sounds
within words which is another important reading skill.

Letter Sounds Cut and Paste with Numbers Too!
Build essential skills while having fun with Home Workbooks! Now updated with
fun, colorful pages and engaging art, each book measures 7" x 9.25" and is filled
with 64 pages of age-appropriate activities, puzzles, and games. These teacherapproved books are perfect for home, school, summer breaks, and road trips! Skills
covered include beginning and ending consonants, blends and digraphs, long and
short vowel sounds, word families, and more! An incentive chart and 140 full-color
stickers are also included to help parents or teachers track student progress. Home
Workbooks are available for prekindergarten through grade 3 students, and feature
titles in a wide variety of skill areas to suit any need.

Visible Learning for Teachers
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Teachers facing the challenge of meeting the diverse reading needs of students
will find the structure and tools they need in Jan Richardson's powerful approach to
guided reading. Richardson has identified the essential components of an effective
guided reading lesson: targeted assessments, data analysis that pinpoints specific
strategies students need, and the use of guided writing to support the reading
process. Each chapter contains planning sheets to help teachers analyze
assessments in order to group students and select a teaching focus Includes
detailed, ready-to-go lesson plans for all stages of reading: emergent, early,
transitional, and fluent

Phonics for Kindergarten, Grade K
"Letter-a-week" may be a ubiquitous approach to teaching alphabet knowledge,
but that doesn't mean it's an effective one. In No More Teaching a Letter a Week,
early literacy researcher Dr. William Teale helps us understand that alphabet
knowledge is more than letter recognition, and identifies research-based principles
of effective alphabet instruction, which constitutes the foundation for phonics
teaching and learning. Literacy coach Rebecca McKay shows us how to bring those
principles to life through purposeful practices that invite children to create an
identity through print. Children can and should do more than glue beans into the
shape of a "B"; they need to learn how letters create words that carry meaning, so
that they can, and do, use print to expand their understanding of the world and
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themselves.

Dancing with Words
Provides an explanation of phonics, a method of reading instruction that focuses
on the relationship between sounds and their spellings, and features over one
hundred activities for the classroom, as well as sample lessons, word lists, and
teaching strategies.

The Next Step in Guided Reading
Tens of thousands of teachers have used this skillfully crafted book to build
children's word knowledge with engaging categorization activities organized by
spelling stages. Featuring rich classroom examples, the revised and expanded
second edition gives increased attention to teaching English learners (ELs), among
other enhancements. In a large-size format for easy photocopying, the volume
includes over 200 reproducible word, picture, and letter sorts, plus additional
reproducible forms and activities in the appendices. Purchasers get access to a
companion website where they can download and print the reproducible appendix
materials. The website also features supplemental PowerPoint assessment slides
and 16 pages of Spanish?English cognate sorts. New to This Edition: *Greatly
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expanded content on teaching ELs, including a chapter showcasing researcher
perspectives as well as supplemental online resources. *Cutting-edge SAIL (survey,
analyze, interpret, link) framework for small-group lesson planning, complete with
a detailed sample lesson and script. *Additional user-friendly tools: student
performance records and the No-Nonsense Word Recognition Assessment.
*Firsthand teacher perspectives now get a full chapter; many are new. See also
Ganske's Word Journeys, Second Edition: Assessment-Guided Phonics, Spelling,
and Vocabulary Instruction, which provides a comprehensive framework for
assessing and building word knowledge, and Mindful of Words: Spelling and
Vocabulary Explorations 4?8, which presents word study activities for the
intermediate and middle grades.

The Little White Owl
Trench Talk
High-quality preschool programs are essential to improving children's outcomes in
reading achievement and leveling language and literacy disparities among
students from diverse backgrounds. Grounded in state-of-the-art research
evidence, this practice-oriented book demonstrates how preschool professionals
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can create, evaluate, and sustain exemplary programs. Chapters from leading
authorities cover coaching, assessment, and differentiation, as well as explicit
strategies for teaching English language learners and helping at-risk readers.
Discussion questions and suggested activities for professional development are
included, as are reproducible assessment forms and planning tools for use in the
classroom.

Phonics from A to Z
Practical, effective, evidence-based reading interventions thatchange students'
lives Essentials of Understanding and Assessing ReadingDifficulties is a practical,
accessible, in-depth guide toreading assessment and intervention. It provides a
detaileddiscussion of the nature and causes of reading difficulties, whichwill help
develop the knowledge and confidence needed to accuratelyassess why a student
is struggling. Readers will learn aframework for organizing testing results from
current assessmentbatteries such as the WJ-IV, KTEA-3, and CTOPP-2. Case
studiesillustrate each of the concepts covered. A thorough discussion isprovided on
the assessment of phonics skills, phonologicalawareness, word recognition, reading
fluency, and readingcomprehension. Formatted for easy reading as well as
quickreference, the text includes bullet points, icons, callout boxes,and other
design elements to call attention to importantinformation. Although a substantial
amount of research has shown that mostreading difficulties can be prevented or
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corrected, standardreading remediation efforts have proven largely ineffective.
Schoolpsychologists are routinely called upon to evaluate students withreading
difficulties and to make recommendations to address suchdifficulties. This book
provides an overview of the best assessmentand intervention techniques, backed
by the most current researchfindings. Bridge the gap between research and
practice Accurately assess the reason(s) why a student strugglesin reading
Improve reading skills using the most highly effectiveevidence-based techniques
Reading may well be the most important thing students are taughtduring their
school careers. It is a skill they will use every dayof their lives; one that will dictate,
in part, later life success.Struggling students need help now, and Essentials
ofUnderstanding and Assessing Reading Difficulties shows how toget these
students on track.

Letter of the Week Flip Chart
Who says there’s only one way to write a story? A young boy wants to write a
story, but he only knows his letters, not words. His sister says, “Why don’t you
start there, with a letter?” So the boy tries. He chooses an easy letter to begin
with. The letter I. And to his delight, with just the power of his vivid imagination,
and no written words, an amazing story begins to unfold. Right before his eyes.
This playful tale about creativity will inspire budding authors everywhere to
envision new ways to write stories of their own. With or without words!
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Getting to the Core of Writing: Essential Lessons for Every
Kindergarten Student
You can buy Alpha-Phonics NOW and save $ 3.74 by using Discount/Coupon Code:
SGYP38JT at Checkout. THIS WILL LOWER YOUR PRICE TO ONLY $ 21.21!!! HURRY!!
The Alpha-Phonics book. The fabled Alpha-Phonics systematic phonics instruction
program by Samuel L. Blumenfeld used by hundreds of thousands since introduced
in the late 1970's. Alpha-Phonics is probably the simplest, most effective and
reasonably priced phonics instruction program available anywhere. NOTICE: This is
a special edition of Alpha-Phonics at a special price of $24.95 (Use
Discount/coupon Code SGYP38JT and pay only $21.21. It is perfect bound (Not
comb-bound) and does not include the CD Rom version (Which can be purchased
separately if desired). The contents of this special edition book are IDENTICAL with
our other Alpha-Phonics books, but, with the perfect binding are offered at this low
price in honor of the Author, Samuel L. Blumenfeld, who passed away on May 30,
2015. HERE IS WHY IT HAS ALWAYS WORKED SO WELL: IT IS SIMPLE!! There are
only 44 phonograms (Sounds) the child needs to learn. Reading, contrary to what
you have been told, is easy to teach someone because all you have to do is teach
the student to SOUND OUT the words they need to read. At first they sound the
words out aloud, later they do it in their head silently. That is ALL there is to
teaching reading. MOM get this: All 128 Lessons in Alpha-Phonics are covered in
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ONLY 14 pages of instructions for you. (See SAMPLE PAGES above) Students begin
with short vowels putting together simple words (Like a with m = am or a with s =
as) and progress to the more advanced words. With Alpha-Phonics the beginner
can be reading simple sentences by lesson three, and that can even be on the first
day! Other programs try to do too much. They inject grammar, pictures and other
material, needlessly complicating the task. Alpha-Phonics just teaches reading
only. Alpha-Phonics has as a BONUS: you teach SPELLING easily as you go (through
simple dictation). Alpha-Phonics easily introduces over 3,500 words in its simple
128 lessons. Some can learn to read in only months. Alpha-Phonics works very well
for older students, even grown adults who need remediation. NOW you get the
benefit of Full money-back guarantee and 24/7 Helpline. Is there a negative about
Alpha-Phonics? Yes. In the past 30 years we have heard only one criticism (Only a
few times). It is: Some Moms say they think their child can become bored when
taught by Alpha-Phonics. Why? Parents have been convinced that learning has to
be fun. They believe games, card decks, cartoons/pictures, spin the needle tricks,
etc. make it fun. They feel they have to entertain kids while teaching. But this
slows down the process. With Alpha-Phonics the student can actually be READING
simple sentences even day ONE! Students do see lists of words in Alpha-Phonics
lessons, but they quickly are READING those words; they are accomplishing, not
being entertained. The Bells and Whistles in other programs slow the process and
cost time and money $$. The Student's huge sense of success in actually reading
quickly overcomes any short-lived boredom. We almost forgot the SUPER BONUS:
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Many ADULTS become BETTER readers while teaching their child! Amazon also has
available a set of practice Readers and a practice Phonics Workbook to accompany
Alpha-Phonics. The Alpha-Phonics READERS (Set of 10 little books children love): $
24.95 (ISBN 9780941995122). The Alpha-Phonics PHONICS WORKBOOK: $ 19.95
(ISBN: 9780941995139). They are optional but parents find them helpful to further
the progress of their children. SIMPLE, EFFECTIVE, and INEXPENSIVE: AlphaPhonics.

Beginning to Read
In a rhythmic alphabet chant, all the letters race one another up the coconut tree.

A Squiggly Story
How do we teach with rigor to our youngest learners? How do we implement
standards that spell out quite clearly what students must know, but do not give us
either the methods or materials that help our students achieve such skills? This
professional resource provides practical routines and developmentally appropriate
activities that foster an environment where our youngest learners can thrive in
mastering core kindergarten content along with the Common Core standards. The
routines and activities in this book have been thoroughly classroom tested and
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aligned with best practices. The authors show you how to create a magical
kindergarten environment that creates a community of confident learners full of
excitement and enthusiasm!

Research-based Methods of Reading Instruction, Grades K-3
Beginning to Read reconciles the debate that has divided theorists for decades
over what is the "right" way to help children learn to read. Beginning to Read
reconciles the debate that has divided theorists for decades over the "right" way to
help children learn to read. Drawing on a rich array of research on the nature and
development of reading proficiency, Adams shows educators that they need not
remain trapped in the phonics versus teaching-for-meaning dilemma. She proposes
that phonics can work together with the whole language approach to teaching
reading and provides an integrated treatment of the knowledge and process
involved in skillful reading, the issues surrounding their acquisition, and the
implications for reading instruction. A Bradford Book

No More Teaching a Letter a Week
Build essential skills while having fun with Home Workbooks! Now updated with
fun, colorful pages and engaging art, each book measures 7" x 9.25" and is filled
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with 64 pages of age-appropriate activities, puzzles, and games. These teacherapproved books are perfect for home, school, summer breaks, and road trips! Skills
covered include beginning consonant sounds, short vowel sounds, sight word
recognition, and more! An incentive chart and 140 full-color stickers are also
included to help parents or teachers track student progress. Home Workbooks are
available for prekindergarten through grade 3 students, and feature titles in a wide
variety of skill areas to suit any need.

Essentials of Assessing, Preventing, and Overcoming Reading
Difficulties
Finally, the practical details you need to teach—and guide—young writers. Takes
you step by step through morning message, interactive writing, journal writing,
story writing, non fiction writing, and more. Includes insightful management tips
that ensure your writing program doesn’t become overwhelming for you or the
kids. For use with Grades K-2.

Phonics Made Easy
While on vacation in Alphabet City, Little e and the other lowercase letters repair
an old fire truck and come to the rescue when a fire engulfs the letter-making
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factory.

Alpha-Phonics a Primer for Beginning Readers
An educational toolkit for teaching phonics, consisting of a book, posters and
musical CD, all of which provides for multiple options and inputs for learning,
including: visual-icons, auditory and kinesthetic motor skill manipulations, as well
as a variety of dramatic and emotive cuing-systems designed to target the
affective learning domain. This "backdoor-approach" to phonemic skill acquisition
is based on current neural research on Learning & the Brain--specifically how our
brains actually learn best!The Secret Stories® primary purpose is to equip
beginning (or struggling, upper grade) readers and writers, as well as their
instructors, with the tools necessary to easily and effectively crack the secret
reading and writing codes that lie beyond the alphabet, and effectively out of
reach for so many learners! It is not a phonics program! Rather, it simply provides
the missing pieces learners need to solve the complex reading puzzle--one that
some might never solve otherwise! The Secrets(tm) are sure to become one of the
most valuable, well-used, and constantly relied-upon teaching tools in your
instructional repertoire!

Making Alphabet Books to Teach Letters and Sounds, Grades K
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Uses colorful pictures to introduce letter sounds. The parent card includes
additional activities and games.

Alphabet Rescue
Learning the ABCs is fun with this sturdy write-on/wipe-off flip chart filled with
instant alphabet activities! Just grab a dry-erase pen and invite your class to
investigate the special shape and sound of each letter in turn. Includes engaging
ideas to make letter-knowledge really stick. A truly innovative resource! For use
with Grades PreK–1.

When Readers Struggle
Provides an explanation of phonics, a method of reading instruction that focuses
on the relationship between sounds and their spellings, and features over one
hundred activities for the classroom, as well as sample lessons, word lists, and
teaching strategies.

Reading and Writing in Kindergarten
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"Writing allows each of us to live with that special wide-awakeness that comes
from knowing that our lives and our ideas are worth writing about." -Lucy Calkins
Teaching Writing is Lucy Calkins at her best-a distillation of the work that's placed
Lucy and her colleagues at the forefront of the teaching of writing for over thirty
years. This book promises to inspire teachers to teach with renewed passion and
power and to invigorate the entire school day. This is a book for readers who want
an introduction to the writing workshop, and for those who've lived and breathed
this work for decades. Although Lucy addresses the familiar topics-the writing
process, conferring, kinds of writing, and writing assessment- she helps us see
those topics with new eyes. She clears away the debris to show us the teeny
details, and she shows us the majesty and meaning, too, in these simple yet
powerful teaching acts. Download a sample chapter for more information.

Teaching Young Writers
Discusses the characteristics of learners with diverse curricular needs and presents
principles for ensuring that the needs of these students are met.

The Next Step Forward in Guided Reading
The First World War largely directed the course of the twentieth century. Fought on
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three continents, the war saw 14 million killed and 34 million wounded. Its impact
shaped the world we live in today, and the language of the trenches continues to
live in the modern consciousness.One of the enduring myths of the First World War
is that the experience of the trenches was not talked about. Yet dozens of words
entered or became familiar in the English language as a direct result of the
soldiers’ experiences. This book looks at how the experience of the First World War
changed the English language, adding words that were both in slang and standard
military use, and modifying the usage and connotations of existing words and
phrases. Illustrated with material from the authors’ collections and photographs of
the objects of the war, the book will look at how the words emerged into everyday
language.

Jolly Phonics Letter Sound Poster
In November 2008, John Hattie’s ground-breaking book Visible Learning
synthesised the results of more than fifteen years research involving millions of
students and represented the biggest ever collection of evidence-based research
into what actually works in schools to improve learning. Visible Learning for
Teachers takes the next step and brings those ground breaking concepts to a
completely new audience. Written for students, pre-service and in-service
teachers, it explains how to apply the principles of Visible Learning to any
classroom anywhere in the world. The author offers concise and user-friendly
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summaries of the most successful interventions and offers practical step-by-step
guidance to the successful implementation of visible learning and visible teaching
in the classroom. This book: links the biggest ever research project on teaching
strategies to practical classroom implementation champions both teacher and
student perspectives and contains step by step guidance including lesson
preparation, interpreting learning and feedback during the lesson and post lesson
follow up offers checklists, exercises, case studies and best practice scenarios to
assist in raising achievement includes whole school checklists and advice for
school leaders on facilitating visible learning in their institution now includes
additional meta-analyses bringing the total cited within the research to over 900
comprehensively covers numerous areas of learning activity including pupil
motivation, curriculum, meta-cognitive strategies, behaviour, teaching strategies,
and classroom management. Visible Learning for Teachers is a must read for any
student or teacher who wants an evidence based answer to the question; ‘how do
we maximise achievement in our schools?’

Phonics from A to Z
Is your child practicing Kindergarten readiness skills? This simple yet powerful
workbook will strengthen letter recognition while improving the foundational skills
needed to write by practicing cutting. Scissor Skills: strengthen hand muscles
promote independent movement of each finger increase fine motor skills
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encourage bilateral coordination (two-handed coordination) increase hand-eye
coordination helps practice visual perception tasks demand focus and attention
help prepare young children for handwriting and using a pencil Each letter puzzle
requires your child to use reasoning skills to choose 2 out of 3 words beginning
with each letter sound. Numbers 1-9 recognition pages require counting and
finding the correct number to cut and paste. cutting practice pages 26 letter pages
1-9 number recognition pages alphabet chart number chart bonus color & cut
pages free gifts Order yours today and please leave a review. We love to hear from
our customers. If you have any questions or concerns please email us directly at
lilliputlearningbooks@gmail.com.

Kindergarten Easy Reading Vowels and Consonants Sounds
Flash
Multilevel, interactive activities using student names, tongue twisters, and
predictable charts are included. Supports the Four-Blocks(R) Literacy Model.

Chicka Chicka Boom Boom
Offers reading teachers effective strategies for helping students in kindergarten
through third grade overcome reading and writing difficulties and become
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proficient readers.

The Writing Workshop
Once there was a little white owl who lived by himself in the snow. He didn't have a
mummy. He didn't have a daddy. He didn't even have a name. But he didn't really
mind too much. It had always been like that. And his head was full of happy stories
Then one day, the Little White Owl sets off to explore the world, and he gets a very
wonderful surprise

Phonics Lessons
A Complete Phonics and Word Study Curriculum for each of the primary grades
With 100 minilessons for each of the three grade levels, you can use the month-bymonth planning guide, the assessment checklists, and the lesson selection map to
choose the lessons that align with your student's needs and the Word Study
Continuum. The Continuum encompasses nine scientific categories of learning: ·
Early Literacy Concepts · High-Frequency Words · Phonological and Phonemic
Awareness · Spelling Patterns · Letter Knowledge · Word Structure · Letter/Sound
Relationships · Word-Solving Actions · Word Meaning Each 4-page lesson includes:
1. Professional Understandings Explanations of underlying principles research, and
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suggestions for working with English Language Learners. 2. 3-part Lesson plan ·
Teach Step by step instructions for implementing the lesson · Apply Application
activities and routines for teaching them · Share Guidelines for reinforcing
principles and helping children share their learning 3. Follow-up Assessment links
to literacy framework, extensions, and home connections.

Kindergarten and the Common Core
Lessons, strategies, management tips, and organizational techniques to help you
lead your young learners to reading sucess, while maintaining the sense of joy and
playfulness that are the hallmarks of kindergartners everywhere.

The Threads of Reading
No More Letter of the Week
Includes concise background, ready-made lessons for teaching phonics,
syllabification, and root words, extensive word lists, activities, and more.

Word Sorts and More, Second Edition
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This resource helps teachers to incorporate writing instruction in the kindergarten
classroom as an essential element of literacy development while implementing
best practices. As a classroom-tested resource, Getting to the Core of Writing
shows positive results in students' writing and simplifies the planning of writing
instruction. It assists teachers in becoming familiar with the Common Core State
Standards of Writing and provides resources to support the implementation of
these standards. The included ZIP file contains information on how to establish a
daily writing workshop that includes consistent, structured instruction to engage
students in the writing process. This resource was developed with Common Core
State Standards as its foundation and is aligned to the interdisciplinary themes
from the Partnership for 21st Century Skills.
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